Potential role of MicroRNA 200c gene expression in assessment of colorectal cancer.
Colorectal cancer (CRC) is a common cancer worldwide that affects men and women of all racial and ethnic groups. Recent evidence supports the role of microRNAs in CRC. We planned to investigate microRNA200c expression and its relation with diagnosis, prognosis, metastasis and overall survival in CRC patients. This study enrolled 90 subjects (3'0 CRC patients, 30 patients with benign colorectal polyps and 30 healthy control subjects). Laboratory investigations included measurement of serum CA19-9 and CEA by enzyme linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) method and relative quantitation (RQ) of microRNA200c gene expression by real time PCR technique. Significant higher MicroRNA200c expression levels in CRC patients versus both benign (P < 0.011) and control groups (P < 0.001), additionally, benign group had elevated levels versus control (P < 0.001). MicroRNA 200c at cutoff >4.56 had sensitivity 86.67% and specificity 73.33% (P < 0.001) for CRC discrimination. Kaplan-Meier survival analysis revealed significant association (P = 0.028) of high expression of microRNA200c with decreased overall survival. Noticeable up-regulation of microRNA200c in CRC and its remarkable relation with unfavorable survival suggesting its potential dual use as a diagnostic and prognostic biomarker for CRC.